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Subject: Addendum to Commission Meeting for Friday, February 12, 2016
North Coast District Item F10a, CDP Appeal A-1-DNC-15-0072 (Blake Alexandre,
Del Norte County)
This staff report addendum presents and responds to a public comment letter received from the
appellant Friends of Del Norte in response to the January 22, 2016 staff report for the abovereferenced appeal. The appellant’s letter is attached to this addendum packet and shall be
incorporated into the staff report as Exhibit 12. Staff understands that the appellant is not
planning on being represented at the Commission meeting.
According to the one page comment letter, the Commission staff report has addressed the
appellants concerns regarding wetland fill and pollution from animal waste, but the appellant is
still concerned about the loss of agricultural soils that will result from the placement of the barn.
As acknowledged by the appellant, the Del Norte LCP does not contain any enumerated LCP
policies or standards that specifically require that agricultural soils removed by grading be
conserved. The appellant believes, however, that the Del Norte County Planning Commission’s
decision is inconsistent with other portions of the Del Norte County General Plan. The
Conservation Element of the Del Norte County General Plan includes a policy that states, “The
County shall continue to conserve prime agricultural soils by review of development which may
cover-over or displace such soils (i.e. roads and accessory structures) and require redistribution
of impacted soils for other agricultural uses as mitigation. The County shall encourage
agricultural structures to be placed in a location that will have the least impact upon on-site
agricultural activity" (DNGP 1.G.4). This General Plan policy is not included in the certified
LCP and none of the enumerated LCP policies discuss the preservation of soils. Therefore, the
fact that the approved development does not contain a specific condition requiring that the soils
removed by grading activities be stockpiled and retained upon the parcel does not raise a
substantial issue of conformance with the certified LCP policies.
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Even though the LCP does not specifically require conservation of prime agricultural soils, the
barn is sited and designed to minimize impacts to these soils. As discussed in the staff report,
approximately two-thirds of the barn will be sited on soils that have been used as an agricultural
work yard for decades and are mostly covered with base material and gravel fill that was
historically placed in this location. Approximately one-third of the building will encroach into
pastureland, but given the flat topography of the site, the amount of grading necessary will be
minimal. In addition, the approved plans for the pole barn do not include a paved floor so no
prime agricultural soils will be buried under concrete. According to the applicant, the bare
ground under the pole barn will be covered with crushed rock and rice hulls. This pervious
surface will allow water to infiltrate the underlying soils and reduce soil compaction.
Staff continues to recommend that the Commission find that the appeal raises no substantial
issue with respect to the grounds on which it was filed.
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STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION ON APPEAL
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION
Appeal No.:

A-1-DNC-15-0072

Applicant:

Blake Alexandre

Appellants:

Friends of Del Norte

Local Government:

Del Norte County

Local Decision:

Approval with Conditions

Location:

8250 Bailey Road, in the Smith River bottomlands
of Del Norte County (APN 105-020-45).

Project Description:

Construct a 7,920-square-foot agricultural pole
barn.

Staff Recommendation:

No Substantial Issue

IMPORTANT HEARING PROCEDURE NOTE
This is a substantial issue only hearing. Testimony will be taken only on the question of
whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. Generally, and at the discretion of the Chair,
testimony is limited to 3 minutes total per side. Please plan your testimony accordingly.
Only the applicant, persons who opposed the application before the local government (or
their representatives), and the local government shall be qualified to testify. Others may
submit comments in writing. If the Commission determines that the appeal does raise a
substantial issue, the de novo phase of the hearing will occur at a future Commission
meeting during which it will take public testimony.

A-1-DNC-15-0072 (Alexandre)

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, determine that NO
substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed.
The approved project consists of the construction of a 7,920-square-foot chicken brooder
barn on a 176.25-acre parcel located at 8250 Bailey Road, Del Norte County. Alexandre
Kids LLC uses the subject parcel to produce organic, pastured eggs from laying hens that
are housed in one-acre mobile coops rotated on pastures shared by dairy cows.
The appeal alleges that the County’s findings and conditions of approval do not evidence
how the impact of the approved development on the water quality of nearby surface and
subsurface coastal waters is consistent with the policies of the certified LCP relating to
the maintenance of water quality. The appeal also alleges that the barn is sited in or
directly adjacent to wetland environmentally sensitive habitat area (ESHA), inconsistent
with the ESHA protection policies of the LCP. Lastly, the appeal alleges that the
approved placement of a barn on prime agricultural land without a condition that the
underlying topsoil be removed and conserved is inconsistent with the agricultural
resource protection policies of the LCP.
Staff believes that based on the local record, additional information provided by the
applicant, a site visit with Department of Fish & Wildlife staff, and discussions with
County and Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQB) staff, there is a high degree
of factual and legal support for the County’s decision. Regarding the protection of water
quality, the farm’s operations are protective of water quality as the pastures and
composting facilities for chicken and egg production are shared with Alexandre Dairy for
cow milk production and these dairy pastures and facilities are currently subject to water
quality plans and monitoring required by the Regional Board and U.S. EPA. In addition,
the construction of the pole barn would facilitate the relocation of an existing brooding
operation at its current capacity, rather than provide for an intensification of the existing
operation. Thus, the approved pole barn would not result in significant new animal waste
having new and different water quality impacts. Regarding the protection of wetland
ESHA, site visits confirm the barn is not sited in or adjacent to ESHA. Regarding the
protection of agricultural resources, there is no conversion of agricultural land to
nonagricultural uses and the barn is sited and designed to avoid impacts to prime soils.
Therefore, staff recommends that the Commission find that the appeal raises no
substantial issue regarding conformance of the approved development with the policies of
the County’s certified LCP and the public access policies of the Coastal Act.
The motion to adopt the staff recommendation of No Substantial Issue is found on
Page 4.
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I.

MOTION AND RESOLUTION

Motion:
I move that the Commission determine and resolve that Appeal No.
A-1-DNC-15-0072 does not present a substantial issue with
respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under
Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with the
Certified Local Coastal Plan and/or the public access and
recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
Staff recommends a YES vote on the foregoing motion. Passage of this motion by voting
“Yes” as is recommended by staff will result in a finding of No Substantial Issue and
adoption of the following resolution and findings. The local action will become final and
effective. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of the majority of the appointed
Commissioners present.
Resolution:
The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-1-DNC-15-0072 raises
No Substantial Issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has
been filed under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency
of the approved development with the certified LCP and/or the public
access policies of the Coastal Act.

II.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS

A. APPEAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURES
Pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30603, Del Norte County’s approval is appealable to the
Commission because the approved development is located between the sea and the first
public road paralleling the sea. The grounds for an appeal are limited to an allegation that
the approved development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified
Local Coastal Program (LCP) and, as the development is located between the first public
road and the sea, the public access policies set forth in the Coastal Act.
Coastal Act Section 30625(b) requires the Commission to hear an appeal unless it
determines that no substantial issue 1 exists with respect to the grounds on which the
appeal has been filed. Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, an
1

The term “substantial issue” is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing regulations. In previous
decisions on appeals, the Commission has generally been guided by the following factors in making
substantial issue determinations: (a) the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s
decision; (b) the extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local government; (c)
the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; (d) the precedential value of the local
government's decision for future interpretations of its LCP; and, (e) whether the appeal raises only local
issues, or those of regional or statewide significance.
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appellant nevertheless may obtain judicial review of the local government's coastal
permit decision by filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil
Procedure, Section 1094.5. Commission staff has analyzed the administrative record for
the approved project, including the County’s Local Action Notice for the development
(Exhibit 9), the appellant’s claims (Exhibit 10), and the relevant requirements of the
Coastal Act and certified LCP (Appendix C). Staff is recommending that the
Commission find that the appeal raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on
which the appeal has been filed.
In this case, because the staff is recommending that the appeal raises no substantial issue,
the Commission will hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question.
Generally, and at the discretion of the Chair, qualified persons will have three minutes
per side to address whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. The only persons
qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question are the
applicant, the appellants and persons who made their views known before the local
government (or their representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other
persons regarding substantial issue must be submitted in writing. It takes a majority of
Commissioners present to find that no substantial issue is raised.
If the Commission determines that the appeal does raise a substantial issue, the
Commission would continue the de novo portion of the appeal hearing to a subsequent
meeting.
B. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION AND FILING OF APPEAL
The Del Norte County Planning Commission approved CDP No. B33492C with
conditions on December 2, 2015. The Coastal Commission’s North Coast District Office
received a pre-Notice of Final Local Action on the approved development on December
7, 2015 (Exhibit 9). The County’s notice indicated that an appeal of the County’s
decision on the subject permit must be filed with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors by
December 14, 2015 for consideration by the Board. Since no local appeal was filed with
the Board, Notice of Final Local Action was deemed filed on December 14, 2015 and the
Commission’s appeal period began on December 15, 2015 and ran for 10 working days,
ending on December 29, 2015. On December 28, 2015, Friends of Del Norte timely filed
an appeal of the County’s decision to grant the permit (Exhibit 10).
C. PROJECT DESCRIPTION & SETTING
The development approved by the County involves the construction of a 7,920-squarefoot pole barn for use as a chick brooder barn at 8250 Bailey Road in northwestern Del
Norte County near the unincorporated community of Fort Dick. As approved by the
County, the barn will be 44 feet wide, 180 feet long, and 17 feet high (Exhibit 8). The
ground under the barn will be graded, and a crushed rock surface will be added and
covered with rice hulls to provide moisture-absorbing material for the raising of chicks.
The brooder barn will have both a roof and siding to maintain heat within the barn and
provide protection from incremental weather.
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The project is located on a 176.25-acre parcel along the southern flanks of the lower
Smith River approximately 8 miles north of Crescent City and 8 miles south of the
California-Oregon state border (Exhibits 1-2). The subject parcel, which spans both sides
of Bailey Road, is comprised largely of pasture land but also includes a number of
agricultural structures and two single-family residences (Exhibits 4 & 6). The approved
barn is sited with three existing farm buildings on the west side of Bailey Road, with the
two single-family residences located approximately 440 feet to the north and 680 feet to
the northwest (Exhibits 3).
The Land Use Plan designations for the subject parcel are Agriculture Prime and
Resource Conservation Area. The parcel is zoned AE (Agriculture Exclusive), RCA-1
(General Resource Conservation Area), RCA-2(r) (Designated Resource Conservation
Area: Riparian Vegetation), and RCA-2(e) (Designated Resource Conservation Area:
Estuary). The section of the parcel on which the pole barn is sited is zoned AE solely
(Exhibit 5).
The Smith River main stem flows approximately 0.3 miles east of the location of the
approved barn, separated from the barn by Bailey Road, a riparian corridor, a pasture, and
a berm bordering the pasture. Bailey Road is a high point in the area causing runoff from
the approved barn site to drain away from the river to the northwest into adjacent
pastures. Eventually, the runoff flows into Yontocket Slough which empties into the
Smith River further downstream. The barn is in an area subject to inundation by the 1%
annual chance flood and potential sheet flows during flood events.
The subject parcel is currently owned by Alexandre Kids LLC (“Alexandre Kids”), an
offshoot of Alexandre Dairy, for the production of pasture-raised eggs 2. Alexandre Dairy
also uses the parcel for grazing of its dairy cows. Alexandre Kids purchases day-old
chicks that spend their first 12-18 weeks inside a barn that is temperature and airflow
controlled by overhead radiant pancake heaters and circulation fans. Once fully feathered,
the adolescent birds (pullets) are moved to a stationary pole barn referred to as a
“Transition Coop” that provides indoor and outdoor access for the pullets to learn to
roost, utilize nest boxes, and forage outside. At approximately 24 to 26 weeks of ages,
hens are moved from the transition coop to one of nine mobile coops that are enclosed in
a one-acre electric fence or paddock (See Exhibit 7 for a picture of the mobile coops).
Each one-acre mobile coop is assigned a 15 to 18-acre pasture where the coop is rotated
twice weekly to fresh grass. The Alexandre Kids egg ranch operates on approximately
185 acres at the egg ranch and an additional 100 acres owned by Alexandre Dairy.
Alexandre Dairy owns and operates an additional 3,000 acres adjacent to the egg ranch.
Alexandre Kids’ business is primarily wholesale, with over 70,000 organic eggs shipped
weekly in California, Oregon, and Washington.
According to the farm manager (Exhibit 11), the approved pole barn will be used to raise
the newborn chicks for their first 12-18 weeks. The barn will house approximately 7,500
2

Alexandre Kids has been producing organically certified pastured eggs since 2005. In 2013, Alexandre
Kids spun off of Alexandre Dairy to become an independent operation owned by Blake and Stephanie
Alexandre and their family.
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chicks at a time with a new group of chicks each quarter (~30,000 chicks per year). The
barn will be supplied by well water but will not be connected to a septic system. Waste
(the chicks’ soiled rice hull bedding) will be removed from the barn once or twice a year
when a group of chicks is rotated out of the barn, and will be composted along with the
Alexandre Dairy manure solids and spread on the surrounding fields.
The current group of approximately 7,500 chicks is being housed in a converted calf barn
on the adjacent Alexandre Dairy property off of Lower Lake Road (Exhibit 3, pg. 2).
The County-approved new pole barn will allow Alexandre Kids to move the newborn
chicks onto their own property and brood them directly adjacent to the rest of their egg
production operations. The pole barn will be clustered with a barn used to store farm
equipment, a barn used to inspect, wash, package, and refrigerate eggs prior to transport,
and a pole barn used as a transition coop for pullets (See Exhibit 7 for pictures of the
existing farm buildings).
The subject parcel is located in the broad alluvial floodplain of the lower Smith River
which is largely devoted to agriculture, primarily dairy and cattle ranchers. Adjacent
parcels are large (from approximately 50 acres to over 200 acres) and used primarily for
pasture. Permanent ponds and sloughs and threads of riparian vegetation are scattered
throughout the area, along with remnant patches of mature coastal forest. Winter rains
and flooding also create seasonal marshes and temporary wetlands in low pastures and
grasslands.
The Smith River and surrounding farmed wetlands support a vast array of wildlife. The
Smith River and its tributaries are ranked among the most significant anadromous
fisheries in Northern California, and the Smith River estuary south to Point St. George is
located on the Pacific Flyway and is identified as one of the most ornithologically
significant coastal areas in the state, providing nesting and wintering habitat for a wide
variety of waterfowl and marsh birds. 3 Among the fish and wildlife found on the
Alexandre Dairy and Alexandre Kids properties are bald eagles (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus), Aleutian cackling geese (Branta hutchinsii leucopareia), Roosevelt elk,
Northern red-legged frogs (Rana aurora), and coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch).
The Smith River bottomlands are bordered to the south by the coastal lagoon complex of
Lake Earl and Lake Tolowa, to the west by sand dunes (Tolowa Dunes State Park), and to
the east by the forested foothills of the coast range. The Coastal Zone in this area extends
some 3½ miles inland from the shoreline.
D. APPELLANT’S CONTENTIONS
The appellant (Friends of Del Norte) raises three main contentions. First, the appellant
alleges that the County’s findings and conditions of approval lack sufficient factual
evidence regarding the impact of the approved development on the water quality of
nearby surface and subsurface coastal waters and the approved development’s
consistency with the policies of the certified LCP relating to the maintenance of water
3

National Audubon Society Important Bird Areas: http://netapp.audubon.org/IBA/Site/42
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quality. Second, the appellant alleges that the barn is sited in or directly adjacent to
wetland environmentally sensitive habitat area (ESHA) and the County’s findings and
conditions of approval fail to address the project’s impacts on wetland ESHA,
inconsistent with the ESHA protection policies of the LCP. Third, the appellant alleges
that the approved placement of a barn on prime agricultural land without a condition that
the underlying topsoil be removed and conserved is inconsistent with the agricultural
resource protection policies of the LCP (See Appendix C for relevant LCP policies).
As set forth in Section 30603 of the Coastal Act, after certification of its LCP, an appeal
of a local government-issued CDP is limited to allegations made on the grounds that the
approved development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified LCP or
the public access policies of the Coastal Act.
As discussed below, the Commission finds that all of the contentions raised by the
appellant are valid grounds for appeal, but none raise a substantial issue of conformance
of the approved development with the policies of the certified LCP or the public access
policies of the Coastal Act. The three contentions are discussed separately below. The
relevant policies are shown in Appendix C.
E. ANALYSIS OF APPELLANT’S CONTENTIONS
Whether the Approved Development Is Consistent with Water Quality Protection
Policies of the Certified LCP
The appellant claims that the County’s findings and conditions of approval fail to
adequately address the potential water quality impacts of the approved development
inconsistent with the water quality protection policies of the certified LCP.
The County’s land use plan’s (LUP) chapter titled “Marine and Water Resources”
(hereafter “MWR”), Section VI (General Policies), includes policies requiring the
maintenance and where feasible enhancement of the existing quality of all marine and
water resources; and the maintenance of all surface and subsurface waters at the highest
level of quality to insure the safety of public health and the biological productivity of
coastal waters [MWR Section VI-C(1,3)]. Furthermore, the same LUP section includes a
policy specifically requiring that wastes from agricultural and other uses not impair or
contribute significantly to a cumulative impairment of water quality to the extent of
causing a public health hazard or adversely impacting the biological productivity of
coastal waters [MWR Section VI-C(4)].
The appellant claims that the approved development could have water quality impacts on
an adjacent leach field, nearby wells, and wetlands scattered throughout the area, and that
the County’s findings and conditions of approval do not consider potential water quality
impacts or include any grading or drainage plan. The appellant points out that while the
County staff report does mention that the approved pole barn will be used to raise
chickens, the report does not describe or evaluate how any change in intensity of use may
affect water quality. Furthermore, the appellant contends that the County findings do not
discuss or condition how animal waste generated in the barn will be handled or how the
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site will be graded to avoid overwhelming the adjacent septic system, pooling of polluted
water, and pollution of nearby wells.
One important fact not obvious in the local record is that the construction of the pole barn
will result in the relocation of an existing brooding operation at its current capacity,
rather than provide for an intensification of the existing operation. According to the
applicant (See Exhibit 11), Alexandre Kids purchases day old baby chicks that are raised
indoors under radiant heat for their first 12-18 weeks before being moved to an indoor
transition coop and then outdoor mobile coops. Currently the baby chicks are being
housed in a converted calf barn on the adjacent Alexandre Dairy property off of Lower
Lake Road. The County-approved new pole barn will allow Alexandre Kids to move the
newborn chicks onto their own property and brood them directly adjacent to the rest of
their egg production operations. According to the applicant (See Exhibit 11),
approximately 7,500 replacement hens are currently being raised at a time in the
converted calf barn, and approximately the same number will be raised at a time in the
new pole barn. The approved development will therefore not result in an intensification
of use of the parcel or in significant new animal waste that could have new and different
water quality impacts.
Further, the existing farm operations are protective of water quality. According to the
applicant (See Exhibit 11), Alexandre Kids has nine flocks of laying hens in mobile
chicken coops that are moved twice a week around the 185-acre farm on pastures shared
with dairy cows. The chickens peck at cow patties to extract fly larvae and in the process
help distribute manure around the fields, fertilizing the soil and reducing the fly
population. After the coops are rotated, the one acre of pasture that was just grazed is left
unoccupied for approximately one month to allow the grass to regrow. Predators are
controlled with the help of livestock guard dogs that stay with the flock and by the dairy
cows which whom the hens share pasture.
The eggs generated by Alexandre Kids are certified organic by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA); organic eggs are produced by laying hens that have
an organic diet with no prohibited synthetic inputs such as pesticides and antibiotics that
could impair water quality. The eggs generated by the farm are also pastured eggs. There
are no federal regulations governing use of the terms “pastured,” “free range” or “cagefree” on egg cartons; however, the Cornucopia Institute 4 has developed an organic egg
scorecard rating certified organic brands based on criteria such as legal and legitimate
outdoor access, humane animal care, and adherence to organic principles, such as farm
diversity and nutrient cycling (ranking organic eggs on a scale of 1 to 5). Alexandre Kids
has earned a top tier ranking on the scorecard for among other criteria, farming in a way
that builds soil fertility, maintains ecological balance, promotes biodiversity, reduces
dependence on off-farm inputs, and recycles nutrients.
The Alexandre Dairy and grazing/crop land are enrolled under the North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board’s “Conditional Waiver of Waste Discharge Requirements
for Existing Dairies, Order No. R1-2012-0003.” This waiver requires a water quality
4

http://www.cornucopia.org/organic-egg-scorecard/
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plan, water quality monitoring, inspections, and annual reports. Groundwater and surface
water have been sampled the past three years since the Conditional Waiver commenced
and results are submitted to the Regional Water Board annually for review. Although
there is no current equivalent waiver for the chicken operation, the laying hens graze
pastures shared with Alexandre Dairy’s cows. The chicken pastures are therefore covered
under the waiver and taken into account in the water quality plan, monitoring,
inspections, and annual reports prepared for conformance with the Regional Water
Quality Control Board’s Conditional Waiver for the existing dairy operation.
Waste from the chicken operation, including the soiled rice hull bedding from the chick
barn, is added to Alexandre Dairy’s waste which is regulated under a Comprehensive
Nutrient Management Plan (CNMP) required by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board for the Alexandre
Dairy and their grazing/crop land. 5 The CNMP was written by a Technical Service
Provider and was approved by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service. The
dairy collects waste generated by the cows and puts it through a manure separator to
separate solids from liquids; liquids are then pumped to a holding lagoon and eventually
spread on fields, while solids are composted with fish waste and spread on fields once or
twice per year. The soiled rice hull bedding from the County-approved chick barn will be
removed by bobcat once or twice a year when a group of chicks is rotated out of the barn
and composted off of Lower Lake Road with the Alexandre Dairy manure solids. When
the composting is complete, the compost material will be distributed on grazing/crop land
as fertilizer at agronomic rates. These rates must be consistent with the dairy’s CNMP.
Last year, approximately 4,700 tons of compost were generated, the vast majority from
the dairy cows, and spread in a thin layer on about 20% of the 2,500 acres of the
Alexandre’s pastureland.
Despite the fact that the new barn will not significantly change the existing capacity of
the chicken operation and the existing chicken operation is protective of water quality,
the siting, design, and construction of the new pole barn structure itself could potentially
have an impact on water quality. The appellant questions the siting of the barn near wells,
a septic system, and wetlands that lead to the Smith River. The Alexandre Kids farm is
located on rich agricultural land in the coastal flood plain of the lower Smith River. The
farm contains riparian and estuary habitat of the Smith River as well as seasonal wetlands
and permanent ponds in low pastures. The barn has been sited in an existing work yard
adjacent to Bailey Road away from farmed wetlands in a flat area that will require
minimum grading. The barn is located just 0.3 miles west of the Smith River main stem,
but Bailey Road, riparian vegetation, a pasture, and a large berm separate the barn from
the river, and water from the work yard flows northwest away from the river. The closest
well that is approximately 200 feet away from the barn is a nonpotable irrigation well,
while the potable well used by the nearby residences is located in a pasture over 1,000
feet away from the barn site. The barn will be supplied by water but will not be connected
to the septic system. The roof, metal siding, and crushed rock and rice hull covered

5

Dairy farms with over 700 mature dairy cows are required to maintain a Comprehensive Nutrient
Management Plan.
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ground of the barn will contain waste generated inside the barn preventing the waste from
becoming entrained in runoff.
Based on interviews with, and additional information submitted by, the farm manager, a
visit to the site on January 13, 2016, and discussions with County, Regional Water
Quality Control Board, and California Department of Fish & Wildlife staff, the degree of
factual and legal support for the County’s decision is high. The approved barn would
facilitate the relocation of an existing brooding operation at its current capacity rather
than provide for an intensification of the existing operation. Therefore, the approved
development would not result in significant new animal waste having new and different
water quality impacts. Further, the existing operation shares pastures and composting
facilities with the Alexandre Dairy which are currently subject to the water quality
management requirements of the Regional Board waiver and the regulation of farm waste
under the CNMP required by EPA and the Regional Board. The Commission therefore
finds that the appeal raises no substantial issue with regard to the approved project’s
consistency with the water quality protection policies of the certified LCP.
Whether the Approved Development Is Consistent with the ESHA Protection
Policies of the Certified LCP
The appellant alleges that the barn may be sited in or directly adjacent to wetland
environmentally sensitive habitat area (ESHA) and the County’s findings and conditions
of approval fail to address the project’s impacts on ESHA, inconsistent with the ESHA
protection policies of the LCP.
The certified LCP identifies wetlands as a biologically sensitive habitat type [MWR
IV(Sensitive Habitat Types)-C], and requires that environmentally sensitive habitat areas
shall be protected against any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses
dependent on such resources shall be allowed within such areas [MWR Sections
VI(General Policies)-C(6)]. In addition, the LCP requires that development in areas
adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and designed to prevent
impacts which would significantly degrade such areas, and shall be compatible with the
continuance of such habitat areas [MWR Sections VI-C(6) and VII-D(Wetlands), Part
4(f)]. While the LCP allows for certain agricultural uses in wetland ESHA such as
grazing and pastoral activities, a barn or other structure is not an allowable use in wetland
ESHA [LU I-D(6); LR III-C(9)].
The County staff report does not discuss the presence of wetland ESHA in the project
vicinity, and the October 2015 Initial Study and Proposed Negative Declaration prepared
for the project concludes that no impacts are anticipated. The Biological Resources
section of the environmental document states:
Riparian vegetation and estuary conditions are present on the project
parcel. However, no significant impacts to these areas are expect to occur
as they lie between approximately 800'-1,600' east of the proposed
project, and are separated from the project area by a public road and an
agricultural field. The proposed building is located east of an area zoned
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General Resource Conservation Area (RCA-1). RCA-1 zoned areas may
contain sensitive environmental habitat however a field review of the
location of the proposed structure demonstrated that no such habitat exists
in or immediately adjacent to the project therefore no impact is
anticipated.
The County-approved pole barn site is within an existing work yard clustered with three
existing farm buildings and miscellaneous farm equipment including tractors and silos.
Approximately two-thirds of the pole barn will be located on disturbed ground in the
active work yard, while the northern third of the building will encroach into pastureland
that is less disturbed.
As mentioned in the Initial Study and Proposed Negative Declaration for the project, a
field review was conducted by the County’s Environmental Review Committee on
October 9, 2015 including members of the County’s Building Inspection Division,
Environmental Health Division, Engineering Surveying Division, and Planning Division,
and no ESHA was detected in or adjacent to the project footprint. To assess whether the
appellants’ observation that standing water pools on or directly adjacent to the identified
pole barn location indicates that the approved barn will be constructed in a wetland,
Coastal Commission and California Department of Fish and Wildlife staff accompanied
County Planning staff on a follow-up site visit on January 13, 2016. Heavy rain was
occurring during the site visit and puddles were present on and adjacent to the pole barn
site. However, shovel samples excavated from the site indicated that the underlying soil
was not saturated. In addition, soil hues did not indicate hydric soils and no hydrophytic
vegetation was present in the project vicinity. Lower lying areas with standing water
could be seen in the adjacent pastureland over 100 feet away, but as discussed in the
previous section on water quality, the development is not expected to impact these
surrounding wet areas. Thus, the degree of factual and legal support for the County’s
decision is high given that no wetland indicators were detected in or adjacent to the
project site. Therefore, the Commission finds that the appeal raises no substantial issue
with regard to the approved project’s consistency with the wetland ESHA protection
policies of the certified LCP.
Whether the Approved Development Is Consistent with the Agricultural Resources
Protection Policies of the Certified LCP
The subject development is located on a parcel designated Agriculture Prime and
Resource Conservation Area, in an area of the parcel zoned AE (Agriculture Exclusive).
The intent of the Agricultural Prime land use designation is to identify areas which are
comprised of contiguous ownership of 20 acres or more of lands actively used for the
production of agriculture.
The appellant contends that, as approved by the County, the placement of a barn on prime
agricultural land without a condition that the underlying topsoil be removed and
conserved is inconsistent with the agricultural resource protection policies of the LCP. In
regards to this contention, the appellant states:
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The County has consistently been careful to include a standard condition
to conserve soil for all Coastal Development permits that have grading of
prime agricultural soils or land, especially for Agricultural Exclusive
areas, such as this project location. This omission constitutes a precedent
setting inconsistency of LCP policy, a notable break with performance
standards and practices for Del Norte Coastal Zone. For at least the past
25 years of environmental review, soil conservation conditions have been
required so that before construction, the rich top soil be removed and
conserved by placing such soil upon productive upland areas of the farm,
thus maintaining agricultural productivity. It has taken thousands of years
for the rich flood plain of the Smith River to accumulate and develop these
prime ag soils. With current manmade levees now restricting Smith River
floods, such soils are not being naturally renewed. Let us not compound
the problem by compacting them or burying them under concrete.
The standard condition referenced by the appellant that has been used by the County in
the past to condition projects that involve grading of prime agricultural land states:
All soils removed during grading activities shall be stockpiled and retained upon
the parcel.
However, no LCP policy or standard specifically requires that soils removed by grading
be retained on the same parcel. The Conservation Element of the Del Norte County
General Plan includes a policy that states, “The County shall continue to conserve prime
agricultural soils by review of development which may cover-over or displace such soils
(i.e. roads and accessory structures) and require redistribution of impacted soils for
other agricultural uses as mitigation. The County shall encourage agricultural structures
to be placed in a location that will have the least impact upon on-site agricultural
activity" (DNGP 1.G.4). This General Plan policy is not included in the certified LCP and
none of the enumerated LCP policies discuss the preservation of soils. Therefore, the fact
that the approved development does not contain a specific condition requiring that the
soils removed by grading activities be stockpiled and retained upon the parcel does not
raise a substantial issue of conformance with the certified LCP policies.
The certified LCP does include a number of agricultural resource protection policies that
incorporate provisions of Section 30241 and 30242 of the Coastal Act, that restrict the
conversion of lands designated for prime agricultural use, require that land uses adjacent
to agricultural lands not adversely impact the economic productivity of the agricultural
land, and that priority be given to land uses which are least likely to conflict with
agricultural productivity [LR Section III-D(1,4)].
As stated above, the County-approved pole barn will be used in conjunction with an
existing agricultural operation. Raising chicks is an agricultural use and therefore would
not convert agricultural lands to non-agricultural uses. The waste generated within the
barn will be used to make compost to fertilize the surrounding pastureland, and the birds
raised in the barn will eventually graze on the pastureland and produce eggs in support of
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the agricultural operation. Currently the newborn chicks are being housed in a converted
calf barn on the adjacent Alexandre Dairy property off of Lower Lake Road (See Exhibit
3, pg. 2). The construction of the barn will allow the baby chicks to be housed on site
directly adjacent to the rest of the egg production operations, improving the efficiency of
the existing operation and thus strengthening agricultural productivity.
Furthermore, the County-approved barn is clustered with existing farm buildings and
equipment in a work yard directly adjacent to Bailey Road. This location on the periphery
of the pastureland next to existing development minimizes encroachment into grazing
areas. Moreover, approximately two-thirds of the barn will be sited on soils that have
been used as an agricultural work yard for decades and are mostly covered with base
material and gravel fill that was historically placed in this location. Approximately onethird of the building will encroach into pastureland, but given the flat topography of the
site, the amount of grading necessary will be minimal. Finally, the approved plans for the
pole barn do not include a paved floor so no prime agricultural soils will be buried under
concrete. According to the applicant, the bare ground under the pole barn will be covered
with crushed rock and rice hulls. This pervious surface will allow water to infiltrate the
underlying soils and reduce soil compaction.
Therefore, the degree of factual and legal support for the County’s decision is high. There
is no conversion of agricultural land to nonagricultural uses, the productivity of farmland
will be strengthened, and the barn is sited (in an existing work yard clustered with other
agricultural buildings) and designed (with no floor and minimal grading) to avoid impacts
to prime soils. The Commission therefore finds that the appeal raises no substantial issue
with regard to the approved project’s consistency with the agricultural resource
protection policies of the certified LCP.
F. CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Commission finds that there is factual and legal
evidence in the record to support the County’s approval of a CDP. The Commission
therefore finds that the appeal raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on
which it was filed.
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APPENDIX A
COMMISSION’S APPEAL JURISDICTION OVER THE PROJECT
On December 2, 2015 the Del Norte County Planning Commission approved Coastal
Development Permit No. B33492C with conditions for the construction of 7,920-squarefoot barn at 8250 Bailey Road, Del Norte County.
After certification of Local Coastal Programs (LCPs), Section 30603 of the Coastal Act
provides for limited appeals to the Coastal Commission of certain local government
actions on coastal development permits (CDPs). Section 30603 states that an action taken
by a local government on a CDP application may be appealed to the Commission for
certain kinds of developments, including developments located within certain geographic
appeal areas, such as those located between the sea and the first public road paralleling
the sea, or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach, or of the mean high tide line
of the sea where there is no beach, or within 100 feet of any wetland or stream, or within
300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, or those located in a sensitive
coastal resource area. Furthermore, developments approved by counties may be appealed
if they are not designated the “principal permitted use” under the certified LCP. Finally,
developments which constitute major public works or major energy facilities may be
appealed, whether approved or denied by the city or county. The grounds for an appeal
are limited to an allegation that the development does not conform to the standards set
forth in the certified LCP and, if the development is located between the first public road
and the sea, the public access policies set forth in the Coastal Act.
The approved barn is located between Fred D Haight Drive and the ocean in a location
where the Post LCP Certification Permit and Appeal Jurisdiction Map for the area
adopted by the Commission in November of 1986 designates Fred D Haight Drive as the
first public road paralleling the sea. Therefore, as the approved development is located
between the first public road paralleling the sea and the Pacific Ocean, the development
is appealable to the Commission pursuant to Section 30603(a)(1) of the Coastal Act.
On December 7, 2015, the Commission’s North Coast District office received a Notice of
Action from The County stating that the County Planning Commission had approved
CDP No. B33492C with conditions on December 2, 2015 (Exhibit 9). The County’s
notice indicated that an appeal of the County’s decision on the subject permit must be
filed with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors by December 14, 2015 for consideration
by the Board. Since no local appeal was filed with the Board, the Commission’s appeal
period began on December 15, 2015 and ran for 10 working days, ending on December
29, 2015. On December 28, 2015, the Commission received an appeal of the County’s
decision from Friends of Del Norte (Exhibit 10).
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APPENDIX B
SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS
Del Norte County certified local coastal program (LCP)
Appeal File No. A-1-DNC-15-0072, including local record for Del Norte County Coastal
Development Permit No. B33492C
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APPENDIX C
EXCERPTS FROM THE DEL NORTE COUNTY CERTIFIED LCP
(Emphasis added)

I.

Relevant Land Use Plan (LUP) Text and Policies Related to
Agricultural Resource Protection

LUP “Land Resources” chapter, Section II (Agriculture) in part states as follows:
Agricultural land may be defined as land utilized for the purpose of producing a
commercial agricultural commodity.
A. General Distribution: The principle agricultural land uses in coastal Del Norte
County lie on the Smith River floodplain and adjacent terrace areas. Within this
region are located the County’s major dairy operations and ornamental flower
farms.
… … …
G. Designating Agricultural Land. The Coastal Act requires that “the maximum
amount of prime agricultural land shall be maintained in agricultural production
to assure the protection of the areas’ agricultural economy…”. Criteria for
designating prime agricultural lands in Del Norte County will be developed in
this section.
… … …
2. LCP Standards: After a thorough examination of agricultural lands uses and
productivity in Del Norte County it has been determined that prime
agricultural lands may best be defined by agricultural units within the most
productive areas of the County.
… … …
c. Prime Agricultural Land: Prime agricultural land in Del Norte County is
defined as lands as designated upon the final land use plan map and that
meet both the following criteria:
a. Land of high agricultural value
1. Lands “actively used”* for the production of nursery crops, pasture
crops, dairy products and/or livestock, OR;
2. Lands which qualify for rating 80 through 100 in the Storie Index.
b. A minimum of 20 acres in contiguous ownership.
*NOTE: Lands may be considered “actively used” even though they lie idle
or in another crop for up to ten years.
LUP “Land Resources” chapter, Section III (General Policies for Agriculture Lands) in
part states as follows:
… … …
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B. Present Local Policies: The conservation element of the Del Norte County
General Plan established the following as important goals in the maintenance of
agricultural land:
1. Conserve soil resources to provide a continuing base for agricultural
productivity and the County’s economy.
2. Reserve in agriculture those soils capable of producing a wide variety of
valuable crops.
3. Minimize disruption of viable agricultural areas.
… … …
C. LCP Policies: Del Norte County fully acknowledges the need to conserve its
valuable agricultural resources. The following policies are established in order to
maintain agricultural productivity in the Coastal Zone:
1. If a parcel is designated for prime agricultural use, conversion to nonagricultural use shall not be permitted except where allowed in Section 30241
of the Coastal Act.
… … …
4. Conversion of land designated for agricultural use shall be made only when
agricultural use is no longer feasible and shall be subject to Coastal Act
priorities for coastal land uses (e.g., recreation, coastal dependent industries).
… … …
6. Land uses adjacent to agricultural lands shall not adversely impact the
economic productivity of the agricultural land. Priority should be given to
land uses which are least likely to conflict with agricultural productivity.
… … …
9. Agricultural uses such as grazing and pastoral activities and the raising and
harvesting of crops are deemed to be a principle use within Farmed Wetlands.
Maintenance activities auxiliary to the above agricultural uses are therefore
allowable use including drainage related to crop rotation. Such areas are
subject to the other policies of the County’s Certified Land Use Plan.
… … …

II. Relevant LUP Text and Policies Related to the Protection of Water
Quality
LUP “Marine and Water Resources” chapter, Section III (Water Resources), Part C
(Water Quality) in part states as follows:
… … …
2. Water Quality Impairment: Water quality is reduced by permitting wastes or
degraded water to enter a source area. Impairment of water quality may
result from any of the following: sewage discharge; industrial wastes;
agricultural wastes; and seawater intrusion.
… … …
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c. Agricultural Wastes: Agricultural and silvicultural industries occasionally
utilize various amounts of pesticide, herbicide or fertilizer compounds.
Impairment of water quality, especially through cumulative effects, may
result as surface runoff and irrigation return waters carry dissolved
residuals from application areas to producing aquifers. To date, however,
no serious problem has been determined in the County.
… … …
LUP “Marine and Water Resources” chapter, Section VI (General Policies), Part C (LCP
Policies) in part states as follows:
1. The County seeks to maintain and where feasible enhance the existing
quality of all marine and water resources.
… … …
3. All surface and subsurface waters shall be maintained at the highest
level of quality to insure the safety of public health and the biological
productivity of coastal waters.
4. Wastes from industrial, agricultural, domestic or other uses shall not
impair or contribute significantly to a cumulative impairment of water
quality to the extent of causing a public health hazard or adversely
impacting the biological productivity of coastal waters.
… … …
6. Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any
significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on
such resources shall be allowed within such areas. Development in
areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be sited
and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly degrade
such areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of such
habitat areas.
… … …

III. Relevant LUP Text and Policies Related to the Protection of ESHA
LUP “Marine and Water Resources” chapter, Section IV (Sensitive Habitat Types) in part
states as follows:
… … …
C. Sensitive Habitat Types: Several biologically sensitive habitat types,
designated through the application of the above criteria, are found in the
Coastal Zone of Del Norte County. These include: offshore rocks; intertidal
areas; estuaries; wetlands; riparian vegetation systems; sea cliffs; and
coastal sand dunes. A brief description of these sensitive habitat types is
given below:
… … …
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4. Wetlands: Also termed marshes, swamps and bogs, wetlands in the
coastal zone vary from brackish to freshwater and range from
seasonally flooded swales to year round shallow lakes. Like estuaries,
wetlands tend to be highly productive regions and are important
habitats and feeding grounds for numerous wildlife species.
5. Riparian Vegetation Systems: The habitat type located along stream
and river banks usually characterized by dense growth of trees and
shrubs is termed riparian. Riparian systems are necessary to both the
aquatic life and the quality of water courses and are important to a
host of wildlife and birds.
… … …
D. Sensitive Habitats and Land Use: The designation of an area as a
biologically sensitive habitat does not necessarily preclude its utilization.
Planning issues concerning appropriate land uses within and adjacent to
sensitive coastal habitats and criteria for designating compatible land
uses will be developed in this section.
1. Planning Issues: Sensitive habitats are vulnerable to disturbance from
human activities. Recreation, agriculture and development can
threaten the integrity of sensitive habitats unless adequate protective
measures are instituted. These issues are summarized as follows:
… … …
b. Agricultural Uses: In general, agricultural activities are consistent
with and often complementary to wildlife habitat. Grazing lands,
for example, are utilized by waterfowl as auxiliary feeding areas.
Certain agricultural practices, however, have the potential for
adversely affecting sensitive habitats As an example, intensive
agricultural activities on small parcels adjacent to riparian
corridors can require the removal of vegetative cover and may
alter or severely damage the habitat. The establishment of buffer
zones may be necessary to separate such incompatible agricultural
uses from sensitive habitats.
… … …
d. Incompatible Uses: Certain activities in or near sensitive habitats
may be entirely non-conforming with the required protection and
maintenance of the area’s natural resources. Uses which
significantly alter the productivity, water quality, or general
hydrologic conditions (i.e., groundwater levels or surface
drainage) of a designated habitat should be carefully examined
and appropriately mitigated where necessary. Further
consideration must be afforded to the maintenance of flora and
fauna inhibiting or utilizing a sensitive habitat. [Emphasis in
original.]
e. Priorities: In order to maintain the overall productivity and quality
of biologically sensitive habitats, priority should be given to uses
that are complementary to wildlife, such as grazing land that
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serves as auxiliary feeding habitat or density requirements that
provide some measure of habitat maintenance. Uses which
complement the visual quality of the area surrounding sensitive
habitats should also be given prime consideration.
f. Buffer Zones: Natural vegetation buffer strips may be incorporated
to protect areas from the possible impacts of adjacent land uses.
These protective zones should be sufficient along water courses
and around sensitive habitat areas to adequately minimize the
potential impacts of adjacent land uses.
2. Land Use Criteria: Standards for designating land uses in areas in and
adjacent to sensitive habitats and criteria for acceptable levels of use are
proposed below:
a. Land uses and levels of use in and adjacent to sensitive habitats shall not
adversely alter or contribute significantly to a cumulative alteration of the
overall biological productivity of the area.
b. Land uses and levels of use in and adjacent to biologically sensitive
habitats shall not adversely impact or contribute significantly to a
cumulative impact on the viability of flora and fauna inhabiting or
utilizing the area…
LUP “Marine and Water Resources” chapter, Section VII (Specific Area Policies and
Recommendations), Part D (Wetlands), Subpart 1 defines “Wetland” as follows:
1. Definition: "Wetland" means lands within the Coastal Zone which may
be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water and
include saltwater marshes, freshwater marshes, open or closed
brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, bogs, and fens. The land
use category will be Resource Conservation Area.
Farmed wetlands shall be defined as wetland areas which are grazed,
planted or cut for forage during parts of the year. The land use
category will be Resources Conservation Area with existing
agricultural uses being deemed a principal use.
LUP “Marine and Water Resources” chapter, Section VII (Specific Area Policies and
Recommendations), Part D (Wetlands), Subpart 4 (Policies and Recommendations) states
in part as follows:
… … …
d. Performance standards shall be developed and implemented which
will guide development in and adjacent to wetlands, both natural and
man-made, so as to allow utilization of land areas compatible with
other policies while providing adequate protection of the subject
wetland.
… … …
f. Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat
areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which could
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significantly degrade such areas, and shall be compatible with the
continuance of such habitat areas. The primary tool to reduce the
above impacts around wetlands between the development and the edge
of the wetland shall be a buffer of one-hundred feet in width. A buffer
of less than one-hundred feet may be utilized where it can be
determined that there is no adverse impact on the wetland. A
determination to utilize a buffer area of less than one-hundred feet
shall be done in cooperation with the California Department of Fish
and Game and the County's determination shall be based upon specific
findings as to the adequacy of the proposed buffer to protect the
identified resource...
g. Due to the scale of the constraints maps, questions may arise as to the specific
boundary limits of an identified environmentally sensitive habitat area. Where
there is a dispute over the boundary or location of an environmentally
sensitive habitats area, the following may be requested of the applicant:
i.) A base map delineating topographic lines, adjacent roads, location of
dikes, levees, flood control channels and tide gates.
ii.) Vegetation map.
iii.) Soils map.
Review of this information shall be in cooperation with the Department of
Fish and Game and the County's determination shall be based upon specific
findings as to whether an area is or is not an environmentally sensitive habitat
area based on land use plan criteria, definition, and criteria included in
commission guidelines for wetland and other wet environmentally sensitive
habitat areas as adopted February 4, 1981. The Department of Fish and
Game shall have up to fifteen days upon receipt of County notice to provide
review and cooperation.
LUP “Marine and Water Resources” chapter, Section VII (Specific Area Policies and
Recommendations), Part E (Riparian Vegetation), Subpart 4 (Policies and
Recommendations) states in part as follows:
a. Riparian vegetation shall be maintained along streams, creeks and
sloughs and other water courses within the Coastal Zone for their
qualities as wildlife habitat, stream buffer zones, and bank
stabilization
… … …

IV. Relevant LUP Text and Policies Related to Allowable Uses in
Land Use Categories
LUP “Land Use” chapter, Section I (Land Use Categories) states in part as follows:
… … …
C. Non-Urban Land Use Categories
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1. Agricultural Prime - This category applies to acreages of prime farmland and
agricultural uses which are comprised of contiguous ownership of 20 acres or
more of lands actively used for the production of agriculture north of
Morehead Road. Only structures directly related to agricultural production
and single-family residences (one unit per specified minimum parcel) are
permitted. Additional dwellings for resident farm labor may be allowed
subject to a use permit securement. The intensive raising of animals for
commercial purposes (feed lots) and animal husbandry services are also
permitted as conditional uses. The minimum lot size for the purposes of
divisions of land for sale, lease or financing shall be 40 acres.
… … …
D. Resource Conservation Areas: Resource Conservation Areas (RCA) are areas
mapped on the accompanying constraint maps as wetlands and farmed wetlands,
riparian, estuaries, and coastal sand dunes. Development within these areas is
subject to the policies of the certified land use plan. No single family residences
or other structures shall be permitted within an RCA unless that would result in
denial of substantially all reasonable use of the land…
… … …
The allowable uses within designated RCA’s shall be limited to:
… … …
6. In Farmed Wetlands or agriculturally used parcels, agricultural operations are
a principal use but such uses should maintain long-term habitat values and,
where feasible, minimize short-term degradation.

V. Relevant Implementation Plan (IP) Standards Related to
Agricultural Resource Protection
Chapter 21.08 of the coastal zoning regulations lists regulations pertaining to all
Agricultural Exclusive (AE) districts, including in part as follows:
21.08.010 Intent--Applicability.
Because prime agricultural land is not a readily renewable resource, this district
classification is intended to provide for the protection of agricultural land and uses
against encroachment by other uses which may be in conflict therewith…
… … …
21.08.020 The principal permitted use.
The principal permitted agriculture exclusive use includes:
A. All agricultural uses including horticulture, crop and tree farming, livestock
farming and animal husbandry, including dairies, public and private stables, but
excepting feed lots;
B. Accessory buildings and uses including barns, stables, and other agricultural
buildings;
C. Greenhouses which are constructed with a perimeter foundation;
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D. A one-family residence with appurtenant uses including home occupations, guest
lodging and appurtenant accessory structures. A manufactured home may be
placed in lieu of a conventional residential unit;
E. Home enterprises which are agricultural in nature as outlined in subsections A
and C of this section. (Ord. 99-002(part), 1999; Ord. 95-17 (part), 1995; Ord.
83-03 (part))
21.08.030 Uses permitted with a use permit.
Uses permitted with a use permit shall be as follows:
A. Feed lots for the intensive raising of animals for commercial purposes;
B. Hog farming;
C. Produce sales stands, providing that the majority of the produce sold or offered for
sale is grown on the premises;
D. A mobilehome or a manufactured home in lieu of a conventional residential unit;
E. Farm quarters for farm labor employed full-time on the premises;
F. Animal husbandry services including veterinary clinics;
G. Greenhouses which are constructed with a slab or other foundation which will
preclude the use of the underlying soil(s).
H. Home enterprises which are not agricultural in nature. (Ord. 99-002 (part), 1999;
Ord. 95-06 §4 (part), 1995; Ord. 83-03 (part))
… … …
Chapter 21.11 of the coastal zoning regulations (RCA1 General Resource Conservation
Area District) states in part as follows:
21.11.010 Intent. Resource conservation areas are those environmentally
sensitive habitat areas which are identified by the General Plan Coastal
Element as wetlands, farmed wetlands, riparian vegetation, estuary and
coastal sand dunes. The general resource conservation area zone is intended
to designate those resource conservation areas which require further data,
particularly mapping, prior to new or additional development and to serve as
a transition zone until such data is made available, reviewed and adopted by
the county. Changes of zone from general resource conservation area to
another classification are to be made subject to the requirements of Section
21.11.060 herein and only where such uses are in accord with the General
Plan or adopted specific plan.
… … …
21.11.020 Applicability.
This zone shall be applied to those parcels or portions of parcels adjacent to or
within the resource conservation areas which are identified by the General
Plan Coastal Element for which the requirements of Section 21.11.060 have
not been met. (Ord. 83-03 (part))
21.11.030 The principal permitted use.
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The principal permitted resource conservation area general use includes:
A. Fish and wildlife management;
B. Nature study;
C. Hunting and fishing including development of duck blinds and similar minor
facilities. (Ord. 83-03 (part))
21.11.040 Uses permitted with a use permit.
Uses permitted with a use permit include:
A. Wetland restoration per Section 21.11A.070. (Ord. 83-03 (part))
… … …

VI. Relevant IP Standards Related to Grading
Chapter 14.05 of the coastal zoning regulations addresses grading, excavation and filling
in part as follows:
… … …
14.05.040 Prohibited grading. No grading shall be done or caused to be
done:
A. That will endanger any public or private property, result in the deposit
of debris on any public way or significantly affect any existing
wetland, drainage or other resource conservation area unless the
hazard is eliminated by construction of retaining structures, buttress
fills, drainage devices, landscaping, vegetation buffers, or other means
required as a condition of a building and grading permit or other
entitlement;
B. On land subject to geologic or flood hazards to a degree that no
amount of protective or corrective work can eliminate the hazards to
the property endangered;
C. As on-site preparation preparatory to or in association with any development
which requires a permit or other entitlement, including but not limited to
coastal zone permits, tentative maps, use permits, reasoning’s, building
permits, mobile home installation permits and sewage disposal permits, until
the permit or entitlement to which the grading relates is issued;
D. That does not comply with applicable grading standards, unless an
engineered alternative is approved as a part of a valid building and grading
permit. (Ord. 83-03 (part), 1983.)
14.05.050 Exceptions from permit requirement. All grading shall require the
issuance of a building and grading permit pursuant to this title except that
such permit shall not be required for the following:
A. Cultivation for the production of agricultural products including the rearing
and management of livestock and the maintenance and repair of existing
dikes, levees, drainage ditches and similar agricultural drainage systems
pursuant to Title 20 and 2 1, DNCC;
… … …
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H. Within the California Coastal Zone, grading subordinate to a use established
prior to 1976 or by a coastal permit (or equivalent) such as gardens, yards,
landscaping, native wooded habitat maintenance and driveways where:
1. Cuts and/or fills do not exceed five and/or three feet respectively; and
2. The subordinate use area does not conflict with the requirements of any
RCA, W or C zoning district,
… ……
No exemption shall apply to any grading that significantly effects any off-site
drainage or that significantly effects the lateral support of or increases the
stresses in or pressure upon any adjacent or contiguous property not owned
by the owner of the land upon which such grading is performed.
No exemption provided in this section shall apply to any activity for which a
permit or other entitlement for use is required to be issued by Del Norte
County unless the application for that permit includes a grading plan for any
grading related to the activity which has been found to be in conformance
with the grading standards or an engineered alternative has been approved.
(Ord. 86-04 § 1 (part), 1986; Ord. 83-03 (part), 1983.)
… … …
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facilities where chicks
are currently raised in
a converted calf barn.
Approximate location
of approved barn

Image from Bing Maps

APN 105-020-45

EXHIBIT NO. 4
Application No. A-1-DNC-15-0072
Blake Alexandre
PARCEL MAP

Approximate location
of approved barn

EXHIBIT NO. 5
Application No. A-1-DNC-15-0072
Blake Alexandre
ZONING MAP

EXHIBIT NO. 6
Application No. A-1-DNC-15-0072
Blake Alexandre
SITE MAP

Picture taken from center of work area looking north towards the
equipment storage barn. The County-approved pole barn will be located
to the west (left) of the equipment barn.

Picture taken looking south towards the transition coop and egg barn. The
County approved pole barn will be located in the area on the right side of
the photo in line with the transition coop.

Picture taken from center of the work area looking south towards the
pullet transition coop and the barn where egg washing and refrigerated
storage occurs.

Application No. A-1-DNC-15-0072
Blake Alexandre
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Picture taken from work area looking west into grazing fields. Mobile
chicken coops can be seen in the background.

EXHIBIT NO. 7

EXHIBIT NO. 8
Application No. A-1-DNC-15-0072
Blake Alexandre
BUILDING PLANS
1 of 2

2 of 2
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Agent: None

APP# B33492C

STAFF REPORT
APPLICANT: Blake Alexandre
APPLYING FOR: Coastal Development Permit for a Pole Barn
APN: 105-020-45

LOCATION: 8250 Bailey Road, Fort Dick

PARCEL(S)
SIZE: 176.25 acres
Buildings
PLANNING AREA:

EXISTING
USE: Agricultural

2

EXISTING
STRUCTURES:

Various

Ag.

GENERAL PLAN: Ag. Prime, RCA

ADJ. GEN. PLAN: Same
ZONING:

Ae, RCA-1, RCA-2(R), RCA-2(E)

ADJ. ZONING: Same, RCA-2(FW)

1. PROCESSING CATEGORY:
0 NON-COASTAL
0 NON-APPEALABLE COASTAL

~

APPEALABLE COASTAL

0 PROJECT REVIEW APPEAL

2. FIELD REVIEW NOTES: DATE: September 4, 2015
~ ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
~ BUILDING INSP
~ PLANNING
~ ENGINEERING/SURVEYING
ACCESS: Bailey Road
TOPOGRAPHY: Flat

ADJ. USES: Agriculture
DRAINAGE: Surface

DATE OF COMPLETE APPLICATION: September 10, 2015
3. ERC RECOMMENDATION: Adopt Negative Declaration. Post public hearing notice. Approve
with conditions.
4. STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Blake Alexandre has submitted an application for a Coastal Development Permit (CDP) to
construct a pole barn on a 176.25-acre parcel located at 8250 Bailey Road. The parcel is zoned
AE (Agriculture Exclusive), RCA-1 (General Resource Conservation Area), RCA-2(r) (Designated
Resource Conservation Area: Riparian Vegetation), and RCA-2(e) (Designated Resource
Conservation Area: Estuary). The section on which the pole barn is proposed is zoned AE solely.
The General Plan land use designation for the parcel is Agriculture Prime and Resource
Conservation Area. The site is located within the appeals jurisdiction of the California Coastal
Zone which requires securement of a local CDP prior to receiving authorization to proceed with
the proj ect. The project is subject to an environmental review pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) due to the size of the project being over 2,500 square feet.
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The parcel is currently used for agricultural purposes-poultry farming and pasture. The pole
barn will be 44'x180' (7,920-square feet), 17-feet high, located near three existing large farm
buildings, and used to raise chicks. The project parcel is also developed with two single-family
residences located approximately 440-feet north and 680-feet northwest of the proposed pole
barn.

CEQA Analysis
An Initial Study was prepared for the project and resulted in a determination that no potential
for environmental impacts associated with the project will occur. A Negative Declaration was
posted for the project and circulated to the State Clearinghouse for comments from responsible
and trustee agencies.
During the Proposed Negative Declaration comment period, staff received comments via email
from Coastal Commission staff requesting more analysis regarding the project's impact to visual
resources, specifically to the activity of bird watching. To address these comments, staff
evaluated the impact to visual resources as identified in the County's Local Coastal Program
(LCP) generally and for impact to bird watching specifically. The LCP defines evaluation criteria
and general visual resource areas:

Evaluation Criteria
1. Views of special interest to the general public
2. Visually distinctive scenes resulting from unique contrasts or diversity in
landscape patterns
3. Views with special integrity or unimpaired conditions
General Visual Resource Areas
1. View of water bodies
2. Views of sensitive habitats and open space
3. View of expressive topographic features
4. View of special cultural features
The Smith River Bottomlands are identified as an area of important visual resources specifically
for views of agricultural lands, uplands forests, and occasional vistas of the Smith River and
ocean area. Of interest to this project, Moseley Road and Lower Lake Road are identified as
view corridors providing views of agricultural and rural landscapes. Staff considered these
designations in evaluating the proposed project against relevant LCP policies:
Policy 1: The County encourages the continuation of existing land uses. where appropriate. to
maintain open views in highly scenic areas. The site is currently used for agricultural purposes,
and the proposed pole barn is accessory to that use. The barn will not have an impact on view
of the Smith River or the ocean (water bodies), or of the upland forests (expressive topographic
features). The barn contributes to the view of the agricultural landscape (special cultural
features). Impact to bird watching (sensitive habitats and open space) is discussed below.
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Policy 2: Proposed development within established highly scenic areas shall be visually
compatible with their scenic surroundings, by being reflective of the character of the existing
land uses while conforming to the land use criteria. As set forth in the land use component and
subsequent zoning ordinance. The proposed pole barn will be adjacent to existing barns of
similar character. In fact, the agricultural character of the site is a defining characteristic of the
designation as a visual resource area. The project is consistent with land use and zoning.
Policy S.b: The alteration of natural landforms in highly scenic areas shall be minimized, where
feasible, in construction projects by ... concentrating development on relatively level areas over
steep hillsides. Provisions to be considered include: clustering; density exchange, and open
space dedication. The project site is flat, and no natural landforms will be significantly altered.
The proposed pole barn will be clustered with other barns serving the agricultural use of the
property.
Analysis of Impact to Bird Watching (Views of Sensitive Habitats and Open Space)
Coastal Commission staff provided a link to a website indicating the Alexandre Dairy area as
important to bird watching (http://hotspotbirding.com/hotspotdetail?r=L375293&days=30).
This website directs bird watchers to the Alexandre Dairy facilities located on Lower Lake Road.
Staff is aware of the use of this area by bird watchers. In fact, the location staff has seen most
used by bird watchers is located just south of the Lower Lake Road Alexandre Dairy facilities in
an area where one can park off the road (Figure 2). A sign indicating the importance of the
area to birds is posted at this location (Figure 3). From this location, the proposed site of the
pole barn is mostly obscured by tall vegetation (Figure 4). Furthermore, if a clear view to the
site were available, the distance of more than one mile makes the project area structures
appear small on the horizon.
Staff also evaluated the visual impact of the proposed pole barn from other locations of
potential use by bird watchers. The roads in the area-Lower Lake Road, Moseley Road, and
Bailey Road-have narrow lanes and no shoulders. Other than the location discussed above, the
only available areas to pull off the road are private roads and driveways. The view of the
project site from the first driveway north of the Alexandre Dairy facilities on Lower Lake Road is
entirely obscured by vegetation (Figure 5). From a driveway on Moseley Road, the project site
is aligned with existing buildings resulting in no potential impact to views (Figure 6).
Only one potential area from where the proposed pole barn would block views was identified,
and that is from Bailey Road immediately adjacent to the project area (Figure 7). However, this
area would not be an ideal place from which to bird watch for existing reasons; a tall wire fence
obstructs the view from the road and there is no place for a vehicle to pull off the road. Bailey
Road is not identified in the LCP as a view corridor.
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In a telephone conversation, Coastal Commission staff also expressed concerns that the
reflectivity of the pole barn roof could be harmful to birds. Staff contacted CDFW regarding this
concern. CDFW staff's reply was that this is not foreseen as an issue with this project.
A final concern expressed by Coastal Commission staff is that drainage may be impacted by the
proposed barn. Staff contacted Regional Water Quality Control Board staff for comment. The
reply was that there is no comment if there are no impacts to wetlands, streams, or creeks. No
impacts to these features are anticipated by CDD staff.
Other than the comments from the Coastal Commission, which have been addressed above, no
other comments were received. Staff recommends the Planning Commission adopt the findings
and approve the project with the below listed conditions.
5. FINDINGS:
1) The project is consistent with the policies and standards of the General Plan and Title 21
Zoning;
2) The project is consistent with the Visual Resources policies of the Local Coastal
Program;
3) An Initial Study has been conducted by the lead agency to evaluate the potential for
adverse environmental impacts; and
4) A Negative Declaration has been prepared pursuant to the California Environmental
Quality Act which the Planning Commission has considered in reviewing the project and
making its decision.
6. CONDITIONS:
1) Issuance of the building permit shall be subject to final review and approval by the Building
Inspection Division;
2) The project shall comply with the California Fire Code applicable at the time of complete
application (September 10, 2015);
3) All construction shall comply with Section 14.16.027 and Section 14.16.028 of Del Norte
County Code regarding the addressing and the posting of address numbers;
4) The placement of the pole barn shall be in accordance with the submitted plot plan and
required setbacks; and
5) This entitlement is specifically conditioned on the applicant agreeing to indemnify and hold
harmless the County of Del Norte, the Planning Commission of the County of Del Norte, the
Board of Supervisors of the County of Del Norte, their officers, employees and agents
against any and all claims arising out of the issuance of the entitlement and specifically
against any expense arising from defending any legal action challenging the issuance of the
entitlement, including but not limited to the value of time devoted to such defense by
County officers, employees and agents and the amount of any judgment, including costs of
suit and attorney fees, recovered against the County or any of its officers, employees or
agent in such legal action. The County of Del Norte reserves the option to either undertake
the defense of any such legal action or to tender such defense to the applicant. Should the
County tender such defense to the applicant and the applicant fail or neglect to diligently
defend such legal action, the County may consider such failure or neglect to be a material
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breach of this conditions and forthwith revoke this entitlement.

Figure 1: Approximate site of proposed pole barn
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Figure 2: Popular bird watching area
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Figure 4: View of the project site from the popular bird watching area (top) and map of area (bottom)
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Figure 5: View of the project site from Lower Lake Road (top) and map of area (bottom)
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Figure 6: View of the project site from Moseley Road (top) and map of area (bottom)
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Figure 7: View from Bailey Road of the proposed pole barn site
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 2)
5.

Decision being appealed was made by (check one):
Planning Director/Zoning Administrator
City Council/Board of Supervisors

x

Planning Commission
Other

6.

Date of local government's decision:

7.

Local government’s file number (if any):

Hearing: Dec. 2, 2015; Notice Dec. 14, 2015
B 33492C

SECTION III. Identification of Other Interested Persons
Give the names and addresses of the following parties. (Use additional paper as necessary.)
a.

Name and mailing address of permit applicant:

Blake Alexandre, 8371 Lower Lake Rd., Crescent City, CA 95531

b. Names and mailing addresses as available of those who testified (either verbally or in writing) at
the city/county/port hearing(s). Include other parties which you know to be interested and
should receive notice of this appeal.
(1)

(2)

Eileen Cooper, 2644 Roy Ave, Crescent City, CA 95531

(3)

(4)
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 3)
SECTION IV. Reasons Supporting This Appeal
PLEASE NOTE:





Appeals of local government coastal permit decisions are limited by a variety of factors and requirements of the Coastal
Act. Please review the appeal information sheet for assistance in completing this section.
State briefly your reasons for this appeal. Include a summary description of Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan,
or Port Master Plan policies and requirements in which you believe the project is inconsistent and the reasons the
decision warrants a new hearing. (Use additional paper as necessary.)
This need not be a complete or exhaustive statement of your reasons of appeal; however, there must be sufficient
discussion for staff to determine that the appeal is allowed by law. The appellant, subsequent to filing the appeal, may
submit additional information to the staff and/or Commission to support the appeal request.

Friends of Del Norte
Committed to our environment since 1973

A nonprofit, membership based conservation group
advocating sound environmental policies for our region.
PO Box 229, Gasquet,

Dec. 28, 2015
ATT: California Coastal Commission, North Coast District Office, Bob Merrill, Kasey Sirkin
Regarding: Appeal of BLAKE ALEXANDRE – Coastal Development Permit for a 7920 sq. ft. Pole Barn –
B33492C –APN 105-020-45 located at 8250 Bailey Road, Fort Dick.
Careful attention and thorough review and conditioning of grading and development projects within
the Coastal Zone has been the much appreciated standard practice. Please uphold these standards.
We want to be clear that our issue is with the planning process and not with the Alexandre’s desire for
a new chicken barn. We appreciate their organic egg and dairy production and willingness to work to
protect and even enhance wildlife habitat on their properties. The Planning Commission has over the
years created problems for potential project developers by not upholding requirements for a
successful project, for coastal zone planning. It is costly to correct engineering flaws after the fact. We
hope that this appeal clarifies such requirements in a timely manner, such that this project may move
forward.
Personal inquiry at the Del Norte County Planning Dept. front desk on Wed. Nov. 25, 2015 (the date
that the staff report for the Del Norte Planning Commission hearing was due for submission), “For
what was the barn going to be used?”, in other words, what is the use of the project, the assigned Del
Norte County planner did not have an answer. There are many agricultural uses that can incur
significant water quality impacts, and not knowing the use or the intensity of use gives other agencies
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insufficient information to make a determination about significant impacts, especially important
Coastal considerations regarding water quality impacts. Comments were submitted by myself, Eileen
Cooper, before the hearing date. Within the County staff report there is a discussion about the Coastal
Commission staff raising concerns regarding the lack of information about grading. This concern goes
unanswered:
A final concern expressed by Coastal Commission staff is that drainage may be impacted by the
proposed barn. Staff contacted Regional Water Quality Control Board staff for comment. The
reply was that there is no comment if there are no impacts to wetlands, streams, or creeks. No
impacts to these features are anticipated by CDD staff.
As is plainly visible within staff report (page 10 picture, figure 7), standing water can be seen pooling
on or directly adjacent to the identified pole barn location. Wetlands are scattered throughout the
area, as this is a relatively flat but gently undulating flood plain. This area contains farmed wetlands.
Although wetlands are permitted to be farmed as a compatible use, degradation or destruction of
these farmed wetlands is inconsistent with LCP policy.
As depicted by the layout, or plot map of the Alexandre project, also shown within the staff report, an
existing septic system is identified directly adjacent to the proposed pole barn site. It is troubling that
there is absolutely no discussion or consideration of potential water quality impacts to the surrounding
wet areas or septic system, or any grading plan or drainage plan.
As later identified by County staff (during the week of the local hearing), this almost 8,000 square foot
pole barn is going to be used for chickens/poultry. Almost 8,000 square feet of pole barn can house a
huge number of animals/chickens, and can produce a massive amount of animal waste. There is no
discussion or plan for how this animal waste is going to be handled. It is irresponsible to allow
permitting of such a large agricultural project without a grading plan of any sort, and without a
carefully designed drainage plan, or waste treatment plan, to avoid overwhelming the adjacent septic
system and avoiding pooling of polluted water, and pollution of a nearby well.
There are residences with wells located about 400 and 600 feet away, and there is a well
approximately 200 feet away, as shown on the plot map. Without a drainage plan, contamination of
wells from drainage of waste from such a large facility is a concern. There has been previous
documentation from water quality tests of well contamination on the Alexandre farm from animal
waste bacteria, although no one has gotten sick yet.
Although much of this floodplain is covered by typical pasture crops, a closer investigation reveals
many telltale wetland markers throughout the low spots, pooling water in low spots and along natural
drainage swales that lead to the Wild and Scenic Smith River or to Lake Earl/Tolowa sloughs (as shown
on parcel map within staff report.) As stated in the staff report, the parcel contains wetlands and
riparian areas (RCA zones), although the barn is located within an AE zone. Wetland pollution from
pooling of contaminated water is a concern, as well as significantly impacting the adjacent septic
system and well. These are potentially significant water quality impacts that would be in violation of
Del Norte County LCP, which requires conditions to insure the maintenance of highest water quality
standards, and the avoidance of agricultural pollution.
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Also of concern is that this project has not been conditioned to conserve an important area of prime
agricultural land and soil. The County has consistently been careful to include a standard condition to
conserve soil for all Coastal Development permits that have grading of prime agricultural soils or land,
especially for Agricultural Exclusive areas, such as this project location. This omission constitutes a
precedent setting inconsistency of LCP policy, a notable break with performance standards and
practices for Del Norte Coastal Zone. For at least the past 25 years of environmental review, soil
conservation conditions have been required so that before construction, the rich top soil be removed
and conserved by placing such soil upon productive upland areas of the farm, thus maintaining
agricultural productivity. It has taken thousands of years for the rich flood plain of the Smith River to
accumulate and develop these prime ag soils. With current manmade levees now restricting Smith
River floods, such soils are not being naturally renewed. Let us not compound the problem by
compacting them or burying them under concrete.
This project is inconsistent with the following LCP policies:
LCP Policy, Land Resources, Agriculture II; and
General Policy for Agricultural Lands III:
B. Present Local Policies: The conservation element of the Del Norte County General Plan established the following as
important goals in the maintenance of agricultural lands:
1. Conserve soil resources to provide a continuing base for agricultural productivity and the County’s economy.
2. Reserve in agriculture those soils capable of producing a wide variety of valuable crops.
3. Minimize disruption of viable agricultural areas.
C. LCP Policies: Del Norte fully acknowledges the need to conserve its valuable agricultural resources. The following
policies are established in order to maintain agricultural productivity in the Coastal Zone:
6. Land uses adjacent to agricultural lands shall not adversely impact the economic productivity of the agricultural land.
Priority should be given to land uses which are least likely to conflict with agricultural productivity.
9. Agricultural uses such as grazing and pastoral activities and the raising and harvesting of crops are deemed to be a
principle use within Farmed Wetlands. Maintenance activities auxiliary to the above agricultural uses are therefore
allowable uses including drainage related to crop rotation. Such areas are subject to the other policies of the county’s
Certified Land Use Plan.
LCP Policy, Marine and Water Resources, VI. C:
1. The County seeks to maintain and where feasible enhance the existing quality of all marine and water resources.
3. All surface and subsurface waters shall be maintained at the highest level of quality to insure the safety of the public
health and the biological productivity of coastal waters.
4. Wastes from industrial, agricultural, domestic or other uses shall not impair or contribute significantly to a cumulative
impairment of water quality to the extent of causing a public health hazard or adversely impacting the biological productivity
of coastal waters.
6. Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant disruption of habitat values, and only
uses dependent on such resources shall be allowed within such areas. Development in areas adjacent to environmentally
sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly degrade such areas, and
shall be compatible with the continuance of such habitat areas.
LCP Policy, Marine and Water Resources, V11.D: Wetlands, 4: Policies and Recommendations
d.) Performance standards shall be developed and implemented which will guide development in and adjacent to wetlands,
both natural and man-made, so as to allow utilization of land areas compatible with other policies while providing adequate
protection of the subject wetland.
f.) Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts
which could significantly degrade such areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of such habitat areas. …
LCP Policy, Marine and Water Resources, VII. D. Wetlands:
4. g. Due to the scale of the constraints maps, questions may arise as to the specific boundary limits of an identified
environmentally sensitive habitat area. Where there is a dispute over boundary or location of an environmentally sensitive
habitats area, the following may be requested of the applicant:
i.) A base map delineating topographic lines, adjacent roads, location of dikes, levees, flood control channels and tide gates.
ii.) Vegetation map
iii.) Soils map
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Review of this information shall be in cooperation with the Dept. of Fish and Game and the County’s determination shall be
based upon specific findings as to whether an area is or is not an environmentally sensitive habitat area based on land use
plan criteria, definition, and criteria included in commission guidelines for wetland and other wet environmentally sensitive
habitat areas as adopted February 4, 1981. The Dept. of Fish and Game shall have up to fifteen days upon receipt of County
notice to provide review and cooperation.

Thank you, Eileen Cooper
Eileen Cooper, vice president, on behalf of FODN, 707-465-8904
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